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Abstract
Sentiment analysis has been in the forefront in research in
machine learning for a couple of decades. The need for
sentiment classification arises from the online trading, where
customer satisfaction is crucial. Yet, as there is no face-to-face
interaction between producer and consumer, feedback is in the
form of text reviews, star ratings, comments, discussions on the
blogs, so they play an important part in product or service
evaluation. Individual social roles in a social network have
become more and more important in terms of personalized
services. Existing word embedding learning algorithms uses
only the contexts but ignore the sentiment of texts. It is
problematic for sentiment analysis because the words with
similar contexts but opposite sentiment polarity, such as good
and bad, are mapped to neighboring word vectors. Apply
sentiment embedding’s to word-level sentiment analysis,
sentence level sentiment classification, and building sentiment
lexicons. This work provides the learning of natural language
processing and k means. This is where opinion mining and
sentiment analysis comes into picture. Sentiment analysis of
online reviews and other user generated content is an important
research problem for its wide range of applications. In this
paper present a survey of different approaches for sentiment
analysis and combining them to form a system with best features
from several approaches between concept level and aspect level
sentiment analysis. Thus further consider different techniques
used to perform sentiment analysis and the applications of
sentiment analysis in the stand alone systems. In this paper, it is
proposed that learning sentiment-specific word embedding’s
dubbed sentiment embedding’s for sentiment analysis and retain
the effectiveness of word contexts and exploit sentiment of texts
for learning more powerful continuous word representations. By
capturing both context and sentiment level evidences, the
nearest neighbors in the embedding space are not only
semantically similar but also favor to have the same sentiment
polarity, so that it is able to separate good and bad to opposite
ends of the spectrum.

Keywords: Sentiment embedding’s, Natural language
processing (NLP), K-means, Sentiment Analysis ,Social
Network, machine learning, human-agent interactions,
classification, clustering.

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of online users is escalating with the increase
in availability and speed of internet. The online producerconsumer industry is flourishing at a constant speed. This
up growth results in the generation of tons of data which is
a type of big data, which compromises of various aspects of
online trading, online social interactions and discussions
and so on. Although this data is of great value, very little of
the available data is utilized in real time. This is due to
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multiple reasons most of this data is gathered in
heterogeneous forms such as text reviews, feedbacks, star
ratings, numerical ratings, different grading systems, and so
on. This is called as multimodal data. Thus, not being
structured, the multimodal data is not directly machined
usable. On the other hand, the tremendous volume and the
speed at which it is generated make it impossible to
perform manual analysis of the data for knowledge
discovery. Web 2.0 is the second stage of development of
Internet, it changes from static web pages to dynamic or
user generated content and the growth of social media. Web
2.0 it also creates dynamic learning communities,
everybody is the author and the editor, every edit that has
been made can be tracked, user friendly and provides real
time discussion.
Social Networking- It is the use of Internet based social
media programs to make connections with friends, family,
classmates, customers and clients. It can occur for social
purposes, business purposes or both through sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, Linked In, classmates.com and Yelp. It
is a significant target area for marketers seeking the engage
of the users. The Social Networking provides worldwide
connectivity, commonality of interest, real time information
sharing and targeted advertising. Top Social Networking
are Twitter, Facebook, Linked In, Google +, You tube,
Instagram and Snap chat etc.. Twitter- Posting a message,
image etc. on the social media service twitter. A Social
networking website, which allows user to publish short
messages, those are visible to other users. Thus the uses of
machine learning techniques become inevitable. These
include using statistics and natural language processing to
extract, identify, or otherwise characterize the sentiment
content of a text unit. This process is collectively called as
opinion mining or sentiment analysis . By developing
automated techniques developed for sentiment analysis we
can save the overhead of manual analysis of this big data.
As the online users are growing social media plays an
important role in product or service evaluation. The main
advantage of sentiment analysis is speeding up the decision
making process of the consumers without compromising on
the evaluation parameters.

2. RELATED WORK
This section contains the review of representative works
related to sentiment analysis, heterogeneous-domain
sentiment classification and document similarity. One
major challenge in sentiment analysis is to handle
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irregularities in language of text. Customer reviews are
generally having the varying and unpredictable nature of
language; it is likely that preprocessing techniques could be
used to standardize certain tokens of reviews text . Some
researchers have put stress on text pre-processing and they
used different text pre-processing techniques. Here in this
paper there are some techniques used such as Replace
Emotion Symbol, Upper Case Identification, Word
Compression, Word Segmentation and Stop Word Removal
. Further each customer review text is represented as a
continuous attributes and its analysis is complex due to
such larger degree of attribute dimensions. Chun-Han Chu
et al. has focused on word polarity classification, which is
extended to perform classification of sentences and
paragraphs . In their work, a semantic class labeler is based
on sentiment sensitive vector for different POSs and
polarities. In different domains different words are used to
express sentiments, and the same word may convey
different sentiments in different domains . To address the
problem of multi-domain sentiment classification has used
two types of classifiers, a general sentiment classifier and a
domain specific sentiment classifier. Bollegala et al. has
modeled sentiment classification as the problem of training
a binary classifier using reviews annotated for positive or
negative sentiment and also create a sentiment sensitive
distributional thesaurus using labeled data for the source
domain and unlabeled data for both source and target
domains . They also incorporated document level sentiment
labels in the context vectors as the basis for measuring the
distributional similarity between words. A method for
calculating semantic similarities between document is
given and explained that the overall similarity between
documents is a combination of cosine similarity and
semantic similarity. To calculate semantic similarities
between documents, they proposed a method which is
based on cosine similarity calculation between concept
vectors of documents obtained from taxonomy of works
that capture IS-A relations.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A straight forward way is to represent each word as a onehot vector, whose length is vocabulary size and only one
dimension is 1, with all others being 0. However, one hot
word representation only encodes the indices of words in a
vocabulary, but fails to capture rich relational structure of
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the lexicon. To solve this problem, many studies represent
each word as a continuous, low-dimensional and real
valued vector, also known as word embedding’s .existing
embedding learning approaches are mostly on the basis of
distributional hypothesis which states that the
representations of words are reflected by their contexts. As
a result, words with similar grammatical usages and
semantic meanings, such as “hotel” and “motel”, are
mapped into neighboring vectors in the embedding space.
Since word embedding’s capture semantic similarities
between words, they have been leveraged as inputs or extra
word features for a variety of natural language processing
tasks. In the existing paper, when given a review for any
product simply user comment on text format like this
product is good or bad. The review will give only in text
format and the text format Classify the extracted opinion
words as positive or negative and generate graph. In this
paper there are not to identify feature specific expressions
of opinion in product reviews with different features and
mixed emotion. In this paper the fake account is also not
detected. Many users give the fake review of product.
Problem in existing system:- In existing system there is no
scope for identifying feature specific expressions of opinion
in product reviews with different features and mixed
emotion , also it does not provide security for user
account.i.e. Fake account is not detected. One person can
have many accounts. The most serious problem of contextbased embedding learning algorithms is that they only
model the contexts of words but ignore the sentiment
information of text. As a result, words with opposite
polarity, such as good and bad, are mapped into close
vectors in the embedding space. Existing word embedding
learning algorithms typically only use the contexts of words
but ignore the sentiment of texts.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, it is proposed that learning sentiment-specific
word embedding’s dubbed sentiment embedding’s for
sentiment analysis. Retain the effectiveness of word
contexts and exploit sentiment of texts for learning more
powerful continuous word representations. By capturing
both context and sentiment level evidences, the nearest
neighbors in the embedding space are not only semantically
similar but also favor to have the same sentiment polarity,
so that it is able to separate good and bad to opposite ends
of the spectrum. In order to learn sentiment embedding’s
effectively, develop a number of neural networks to capture
sentiment of texts (e.g. sentences and words) as well as
contexts of words with dedicated loss functions.in this
paper learn sentiment embedding’s
from tweets1,
leveraging positive and negative emoticons as pseudo
sentiment labels of sentences without manual annotations.
In this paper, it is proposed that learning sentiment
embedding’s that encode sentiment of texts in continuous
word representation. In this paper it is learned sentiment
embedding’s from tweets with positive and negative
emoticons as distant-supervised corpora without any
manual annotations. Here verify the effectiveness of
sentiment embedding’s by applying them to three sentiment
analysis tasks. Empirical experimental results show that
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sentiment
embedding’s
outperform
context-based
embedding’s on several benchmark datasets of these tasks.

4.1 System Architecture
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESTULTS
There are three levels of sentiment analysis
A. Document level
B. Sentence level
C. Phrase level
1. Document level sentiment analysis
In document level classification, single review is
considered about the single topic. The information unit
is a single document of opinionated text. In case of forum
and blogs, document level analysis is not desirable
when customer compare one product with another that has
the
same
characteristics.
Subjectivity/objectivity
classification is very much important in this classification
because document may not be relevant in expressing
the
opinion
about
an
entity. Document level
classification used supervised or unsupervised learning
methods. Supervised learning algorithm such as naïve
base, support vector machine can be used to train the
system. The unsupervised learning can
be done by
extracting the opinion words inside a document.

4.2 Word Level Analysis
We investigate whether sentiment embedding’s useful for
discovering similarities between sentiment words in this
section. In this paper conduct experiments on word level
sentiment analysis in two ways, namely querying
neighboring sentiment words in embedding space and word
level sentiment classification.

4.3 Sentence Level Sentiment Classification
In this part, apply sentiment embedding as features to
sentiment level sentiment classification. This helps us to
investigate whether sentiment embedding is capable of
capturing discriminative features for classifying the polarity
labels (e.g. thumbs up or thumbs down) of text. First
present our strategy of using sentiment embedding as
features for sentiment classification. Then describe
experimental settings and empirical results. Then apply
sentiment embedding’s in a supervised learning framework
for sentiment classification of sentences. Instead of using
hand-crafting features, and use sentiment embedding’s to
compose the feature of a sentence. The sentiment classifier
is built from sentences with manually annotated sentiment
polarity. Specifically, use a semantic composition based
framework to get sentence representation. The basic idea is
to compose sentence level features from sentiment
embedding’s of words.

4.4 Building sentiment lexicon
In this section apply sentiment embedding’s to building
sentiment lexicon, which is useful for measuring the extent
to which sentiment embedding’s improve lexical level
tasks that need to find similarities between words.
Introduce a classification approach to build sentiment
lexicon by regarding sentiment embedding’s as word
features, and then describe experimental settings and the
results.
Volume 6, Issue 6, November – December 2017

2. Sentence level sentiment analysis
The polarity of each and every sentence is calculated
by the sentence level classification. Subjective and
objective sentences must be found out. The subjective
sentences may contain opinion words which help to verify
the sentiment about an entity whereas objective sentences
are ignored, there is no sentiment bearing words.
3. Phrase level sentiment analysis
In phrase level classification, opinions words are find out
that phrase level contain and the classification is done. It is
much more identifying approach to opinion mining. In
some cases, the correct opinion about an entity can be
correctly taken out. But in some cases negation of words
can occur locally. In this type of cases, the level of
sentiment analysis is satisfied.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Sentence Level Sentiment Classification
In this part apply sentiment embedding’s in a supervised
learning framework for sentiment classification of
sentences. Instead of using hand-crafting features, use
sentiment embedding’s to compose the feature of a
sentence. The sentiment classifier is built from sentences
with manually annotated sentiment polarity. Specifically,
use a semantic composition based framework to get
sentence representation. The basic idea is to compose
sentence level features from sentiment embedding’s of
words. This is based on the principal of compositionality
which states that the meaning of a longer expression (e.g. a
sentence) is determined by the meaning of words it
contains.
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7.Results
In this part, show empirical experiments on tweet level
sentiment classification and compare with several standard
and strong baseline methods as follows. Here we use that
bag of engram features are not powerful enough for Twitter
sentiment classification as it cannot well capture the
sophisticated semantics of tweet. Complexes text level
feature is an extremely strong performer on Twitter
sentiment classification, which shows the effectiveness of
feature engineering. For binary classification, find that only
using sentiment embedding feature can obtain comparable
performance with text features on both datasets. This shows
that sentiment embedding’s helpful in capturing
discriminative features for predict the positive/negative
sentiment of text. For ternary classification, sentiment
embedding’s are still worse than complexes text features.

8.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Learning sentiment-specific word embedding’s from
majority of existing studies that only encode word contexts
in word embedding’s, sentiment of texts to facilitate the
ability of word embedding’s in capturing word similarities
in terms of sentiment semantics. As a result, the words with
similar contexts but opposite sentiment polarity labels like
“good” and “bad” can be separated in the sentiment
embedding space, and several neural networks to
effectively encode context and sentiment level information
simultaneously into word embedding’s in a unified way.
The effectiveness of sentiment embedding’s verified
empirically on three sentiment analysis tasks. On word
level sentiment analysis, in this paper sentiment
embedding’s useful for discovering similarities between
sentiment words. On sentence level sentiment
classification, sentiment embedding’s are helpful in
capturing discriminative features for predicting the
sentiment of sentences. Demonstrated sentiment
classification and scaling with similarity evaluation among
reviews. Review data is pre-processed and cleaned for data
processing. Multi layered training data and related
sentiment vectors with WordNet are used to transform
reviews to intermediate form. Since the only interest is in
sentiments not in the language, the crux of present theory is
based on the intermediate form. Sentiment polarity score.
In future work, plan to analyze sentiment classification,
tried with a composite approach by considering many
factors but during processing it is observed that sometimes
customer writes reviews about a product in comparison to
other products. So here the biggest challenge is to find the
subject of the speech. This study can be further extended
using natural language processing to handle such
comparison.
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